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Abstract 
A novel bandwidth regulation mechanism is  proposed 

which improves the ability of a packet-switching net- 
work to  cope with multiple real-time and non-real-time 
t ra f i c  classes. The  mechanism achieves regulation of 
link bandwidth ut two levels. At the j r s t  level, band- 
width is dynamically regulated between different traf ic  
classes. The  concept of ‘inter-class regulation’ is in- 
troduced which enforces that the bandwidth .left unused 
by  a t ra f i c  class is divided among t ra f i c  classes with 
high bandwidth demands. A t  the second level, bandwidth 
regulation is  enforced on end-to-end t ra f i c  streams, so- 
called flows, such that flows f rom the same class with 
identical routes have the same throughput constraints. 
This  concept is referred to  as ‘intra-class regulation’. 
A simple distributed protocol is  presented that achieves 
intra-class and inter-class regulation in a general inter- 
network. The  effectiveness of the protocol is demon- 
strated b y  simulation experiments. 

1 Introduction 
Until recently, traffic on the Internet was dominated 

by applications for file transfers, electronic mail, elec- 
tronic bulletin boards, and remote login. This type 
of traffic requires reliable transport service at the user 
level, but is only moderately sensitive to the amount 
and the variance of end-to-end delays. With the avail- 
ability of audio/video hardware, numerous applications 
have been developed which enable the participation in 
audio- and video-conferencing over the Internet. The 
transmission of audio and video prefers, but does not 
require a reliable transport service. However, transmis- 
sion of audio and video data  is very sensitive to end-to- 
end network delays, and to  variations of the delays. 

There is an ongoing discussion whether traditional 
packet-switching network, such as the Internet, can 
cope with the challenges introduced by the new appli- 
cations with real-time requirements. We briefly review 
three main positions in this discussion: 
Add Bandwidth: Since excessive network delays and 
delay variations only occur in the presence of net- 
work congestion, a network that is equipped with suf- 
ficient network resources will be congestion-free and, 
thus, can support delay sensitive real-time applications. 
However, due to  the burstiness of traffic, in particular 
from applications that involve the transmission of com- 
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pressed video, the amount of network resources needed 
to avoid congestion conditions can be considerable. 
Resource Reservation with Admission Controb: This ap- 
proach [l, 41 argues that the stringent demands of real- 
time transmissions on network delay, variance of delays, 
bandwidth and error rate can only be met if the net- 
work reserves resources for each flow‘. Admission con- 
trol functions determine if the network has sufficient 
resources to  support a new flow. If the resources are 
not available, the flow will not be accepted. Note that 
resource reservation with admission control, if imple- 
mented in the Internet, will have serious implications, 
since access to the network can be denied if resources 
are scarce. Hence, the network is no longer generally 
accessible to  every user at all times. 
Resource Regulation without Admission Control  This 
approach attempts to  improve the network’s ability to  
cope with the requirements of real-time applications, 
but maintains the notion of the network as a shared re- 
source [5, 8,121. In general, resource regulation schemes 
do not dedicate resources to  individual flows and do 
not provide admission control. Rather, the network en- 
forces policies to distribute available resources to  the 
flows. As a result, the resources available to  a flow de- 
creases if the number of flows increases. 

A main advantage of resource regulation schemes 
over admission control based reservation schemes is that  
they preserve the existing paradigm of viewing an inter- 
network as a shared resource. However, due to  the ab- 
sence of admission control, resource regulation schemes 
have strict limitations. Since the number of flows in 
the network is not restricted, the service received by 
individual flows may degrade arbitrarily. 

Throughout this study, we regard an internetwork as 
consisting of a collection of gateways that  are connected 
by transmission links with fixed capacity, as shown in 
Figure 1. We distinguish between internal gateways and 
access gateways: internal gateways are connected ex- 
clusively to gateways, while access gateways are also 
linked to host systems, typically via a local area net- 
work. Hosts access the network via access gateways and 
each host can transmit to  any other host connected to  
the network. Any unidirectional traffic stream between 
two host systems is called a flow. 

We address the problem of regulating the use of link 

‘Throughout this paper, we use the term flow to denote an 
end-to-end, or host-to-host, packet stream. Each flow belongs to 
one traffic class, and the assignment of flows to traffic classes is 
based on the application type, the protocol used, or the location 
of the traffic source [Ill. 
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Figure 1: Internetwork. 

bandwidth in an internetwork such as the one in Fig- 
ure 1 without relying on admission control functions. 
In todays internetworks, link bandwidth is the scarcest 
resource. Excessive end-to-end delays, long delay vari- 
ations, and packet losses mainly result from the lack of 
available link bandwidth. We present a novel approach 
for regulating the use of link bandwidth for both traffic 
classes and individual flows. Our objective is to imple- 
ment two policies for regulating the use of link band- 
width in the network. One policy, referred to as inter- 
class regulation, regulates the bandwidth consumption 
of different traffic classes; the other policy, referred to 
as intra-class regulation, controls the bandwidth use of 
flows from the same class: 
0 Inter-Class Regulation: At each network link, traf- 
fic classes are statically assigned bandwidth guarantees. 
The guarantee of a class a t  a link is a lower bound 
on the total bandwidth available to all flows from this 
class. If the flows of a traffic class do not fully utilize 
the guarantee, the unused bandwidth is made available 
to other traffic classes. The network dynamically cal- 
culates a so-called surplus for a link. The surplus spec- 
ifies a limit on the bandwidth that a single traffic class 
with high bandwidth demand can ‘borrow’ from other 
classes. Inter-class regulation does not specify how the 
bandwidth available to a class is distributed to the flows 
in this class. 
0 Intra-Class Regulation: A network with intra-class 
regulation enforces throughput limits for each flow at 
each network link, referred to as shares. At each link 
there is one share value for each traffic class. The max- 
imum end-to-end throughput of a flow is limited by the 
link with the smallest share, the bottleneck link. Hence, 
two flows from the same class and with the same bot- 
tleneck link have identical end-to-end throughput con- 
straints. 

In Figure 2 we illustrate the relation between flows, 
shown as arrows, and traffic classes, shown as pipes, for 
a single link. Inter-class regulation is concerned with al- 
locating link bandwidth to the traffic classes, i.e., video, 
file transfer, and audio traffic classes in Figure 2. Intra- 
class regulation is concerned with distributing band- 
width within a single traffic class. For example, for the 
video traffic class, intra-class regulation determines the 
fraction of video-class bandwidth that is made available 
to a single video flow. 

The problem of regulating link bandwidth in a 
packet-switching network has been addressed previ- 
ously. One approach to bandwidth regulation is based 
on scheduling algorithms at  the gateways [2, 3, 71. A 
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Figure 2: Flows and Traffic Classes at  a Network Link. 

disadvantage of these methods is that they control us- 
age of bandwidth exclusively by dropping packets. A 
different type of bandwidth control regulates the traf- 
fic rate at  the flow sources [6, 8, 131. In these studies, 
the objective is to ensure fairness conditions for indi- 
vidual flows, rjimilar to our concept of intra-class regu- 
lation; however, regulation of bandwidth at  the traffic 
class level is not addressed. A number of studies on link 
sharing considers bandwidth regulation of traffic classes 
without providing mechanisms that regulate the band- 
width consumption of flows from the same class. Link 
sharing approaches provide some notion of inter-class 
regulation, but typically do not address bandwidth reg- 
ulation of flows from the same class [5, 11, 121. So far, 
no regulation mechanism has been proposed that,  at  the 
same time, regulates bandwidth for individual flows and 
for traffic classes in a general network. 

To our knowledge, our work is the first proposal for 
a scheme that can regulate link bandwidth simultane- 
ously at  the triiffic class and the flow level. We present a 
protocol that implements the policies of inter-class and 
intra-class regu1ation:in a distributed fashion. With our 
protocol, internal gateways need not keep state informa- 
tion on individual flows. We will show that the protocol 
quickly stabilizes after changes of the network load. 

The remaining sections are structured as follows. In 
Section 2 we formally characterize a bandwidth regula- 
tion scheme with inter-class and intra-class regulation. 
In Section 3 m7e present a protocol which implements 
the bandwidth regulation mechanism. In Section 4 we 
use simulation experiments to demonstrate the effec- 
tiveness of the protocol. In Section 5 we conclude our 
results. 

2 Bandwidth Allocations with Intra- 
class and Inter-class Regulation 

We consider an arbitrary network of gateways as 
shown in Figure 1, where hosts access the network 
via so-called access gateways. We assume that each 
flow, that is, a unidirectional traffic stream between two 
host systems, is carried over a fixed route of network 
gateways. The network distinguishes different traf ic  
classes and ma:, provide bandwidth guarantees for traf- 
fic classes on some network links. We assume that all 
traffic in the network can be accurately described in 
terms of traffic rates. The traffic rate which describes 
the bandwidth demand of a flow is referred to as the 
oflered load, denoted by X i  for a flow i. The rate of 
actual data transmission is called the throughput of the 
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flow, denoted by yi . 
The network has a set C of unidirectional network 

links which connect internal or access gateways. The 
capacity of link 1 E C is denoted by CI and expressed in 
bits per second. We use P to denote the set of traffic 
classes that are recognized by the network. All traf- 
fic that  does not belong to one of the classes in P is 
assigned to the default class ‘0’. So, the total set, of 
traffic classes is given by Po = P U ( 0 ) .  We use 3 to 
denote the set of end-to-end flows in the network, and 
F, to denote the set of flows with traffic from class p 
(F = u p E p , F p ) .  The fixed route of a flow i E F is 
given by a sequence of links Ri = (lil , li,, . . . , li,) with 
li ,  E C for 1 5 k 5 I<. We use AI, to denote the set of 
flows from class p which have link I on their route, that 
is, AIp = { i  1 1  E Xi, i E 3,). 

At each link, traffic class p can obtain a bandwidth 
guarantee of GI, with CpEP GI,  5 CI.  If a class-p flow i 
has link 1 on its route, i.e., i E Alp, but link 1 does not 
have a bandwidth guarantee for class p (Gg = 0), then 
flow i is assigned to default class ‘0’ at this link. The 
bandwidth uarantee of class 0 at link 1 is given by 
Glo = CI - k,,, GI,. Let PI denote the set of classes 
with a guarantee at  link 1 including default class ‘O’, 
that is, PI = { p  E P I GI, > 0) U ( 0 ) .  

A class can utilize bandwidth in excess of its guaran- 
tee only when there exists some other c!ass which does 
not utilize its full guarantee. It does so by ‘borrowing’ 
bandwidth from the class which is unable to fully utilize 
its guarantee. We refer to the surpdus, denoted by 4lp, 
as the maximum bandwidth that a class can borrow in 
excess of its guarantee GI,. We assume that for each 
class-p flow i there is a throughput limit at  each link on 
the flow’s route. We refer to the throughput limits as 
shares, and denote the share of a class-p flow i at a link 1 
on its route by aip(l . The share cuip(l) may be different 
a t  each link along t h e route of a flow, and may be dif- 
ferent for flows from the same class that share the same 
link. The bottleneck link for a flow i, denoted by I t ,  
is the link on the route that has the smallest share, 
i.e., aip(lr) = minai,(l). With the above notation at  

hand, we can introduce the notion of a bandwidth a66o- 
cation which maps the offered load of each flow into its 
throughput. 

Definition 1 Given a network and a set of flows with 
offered loads { X i  I i E F}, share values {cui,(l) I i E 
Fp, l  E Xi), and surplus values (41, 1 1 E C , p  E P I } .  
A bandwidth allocation maps the above parameters into 
throughput values {yi 1 i E F} such that the foliowing 
conditions hold: 

lE,R, 

1. yi I min(Xi, aip(l;)) fo r  all flows i E 7. 

2. yi 5 CI f o r  all links 1 E C .  
p € ’ P o i E A i p  

The first condition enforces that the throughput of a 
flow cannot exceed its load or the share at  its bottle- 
neck link. The second condition enforces that the total 
throughput from all flows at  a link is limited by the 
capacity of the link. The third condition enforces that 
the throughputs from the flows of the same class can- 
not exceed the bandwidth guarantee by more than the 
surplus. 

Next, we introduce bandwidth allocations which pro- 
vide inter-class regulation. Recall that the capacity Cl 
of a link 1 is divided into bandwidt,h guarantees GI, 
for each class p E P, with ~ p E p I  GI,  = Cl. If a traf- 
fic class p does not utilize its bandwidth guarantee at  a 
link, the unused bandwidth, i.e., G l p - C i E A l ,  yi, can be 
made available to other traffic classes. Note that a traf- 
fic class may not utilize its guarantee at  a link for three 
reasons. First, the total load of the class can be less 
than its guarantee. Second, the sum of the flows’ shares 
from this class can be less than the guarantee. Third, 
the throughput of class-p flows is limited due to restric- 
tions at other links. A bandwidth allocation with inter- 
class regulation assigns the unused bandwidth equally 
among traffic classes which can take advantage of the 
additional capacity. Thus, the maximum bandwidth at 
link 1 that a class p can ‘borrow’ from the guarantees 
of other classes is identical for all classes, and we ob- 
tain for the surplus values that 41 2 $1, for all classes 
P E PI. 

The following provides a formal definition of inter- 
class regulation. In the definition, Cl, is used to denote 
the available bandwidth of traffic class p at link 1 with 

Definition 2 A bandwidth allocation is said t o  provide 
inter-class regulation i f f o r  each link 1 E C there exists a 
surplus value 41 such that f o r  all p E PI 

In particular, a bandwidth allocation which does not 
permit traffic classes to borrow unused bandwidth from 
other traffic classes, i.e., 41 G 0, provides inter-class 
regulation. However, such an allocation results in a 
waste of link bandwidth. In Lemma 1 we state that  by 
selecting $ 1  as large as possible, one can make the entire 
link bandwidth available for transmission. The proof of 
Lemma 1 is given in [lo]. 

Lemma 1 Given a bandwidth allocation with inter- 
class regulation, the surplus 41 at link 1 is maximal, i f  
and only i f  

yi = cl 
p E P i  iEAip 

whenever CiEAlq yi = GI ,  + 41 for  at least one t ra f ic  
class q E Pr. 

Next , we discuss bandwidth allocations with intra- 
class regulation. For the special case of only one traffic 
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class, the regulation policy is similar to [8, 131. Intra- 
class regulation is concerned with distributing Clp, the 
bandwidth available to  a traffic class p at  a link 1, to the 
flows from this class. Recall that a bandwidth alloca- 
tion defines for each flow i with link E on its route a share 
aip(l) that gives the maximum bandwidth available to 
this flow at this link. Intra-class regulation enforces that 
the shares of flows from the same class are identical, i.e., 
for each flow i E Alp we have aiP(l) Q (I) As a re- 
sult; if two flows i and j of the same trakic class have 
the same bottleneck link, i.e., 1; = lj*, then both flows 
have identical throughput constraints. Bandwidth allo- 
cations with intra-class regulation are formally defined 
as follows. 

Definition 3 A bandwidth allocation is said to provide 
intra-class regulat ion i f  for each link 1 E L there exist 
values ap(l) > 0 for  all p E PI such that for  all flows 

yi = min xi, a,(lf)) 

We refer to the maximum values for shares, that 
do not leave available capacity unused if the total of- 
fered load exceeds the capacity as maximal shares. In 
Lemma 2, proven in [lo], we give the condition that 
must hold if the shares in a network with multiple traf- 
fic classes are maximal. 

Lemma 2 The values of the shares in  a bandwidth al- 
location with intra-class regulation are maximal, i f  and 
only i f  for all flows i E Fp with ~i < A i  

i E Fp 

( 

In other words, the shares are maximized if and only if 
the available bandwidth at  the bottleneck of all those 
flows which cannot transmit their entire load is fully 
utilized. 

The given definitions of bandwidth regulation are 
concerned with allocating bandwidth to flows of the 
same traffic class (intra-class regulation), and to entire 
traffic classes (inter-class regulation). Indeed, inter- 
class and intra-class regulation are two independent 
concepts. One can easily imagine bandwidth alloca- 
tions that provide inter-class regulation but do not offer 
intra-class regulation, and vice versa. In particular, all 
proposals for hierarchical link sharing [5, 11, 121 pro- 
vide some regulation for traffic classes (different from 
the presented inter-class regulation), but do not solve 
the regulation problem for flows from the same class. 

We can conclude from Lemma 1 that a bandwidth 
allocation with intra-class regulation but without max- 
imal shares can result in a waste of available bandwidth. 
Likewise, Lemma 2 implies that a bandwidth allocation 
with inter-class regulation but without maximal surplus 
values may leave bandwidth unused. Therefore, one is 
interested in finding bandwidth allocations which offer 
inter-class regulation with maximal surplus values and 
intra-class regulation with maximal shares. In Theo- 
rem 1 we state that such a bandwidth allocation can be 
effectively constructed for general networks. The proof 
of Theorem 1 is given in [lo]. 

Theorem 1 Given a network and a set of flows with 
offered loads { X i  I i E F}, there exists a bandwidth 
allocation thut provides intra-class regulation with max- 
imal shares $ ( l )  and anter-class regulation with max- 
imal surplus values 4;. The maximal shares and the 
maximal surplus values are determined b y  a solution of 
the following equation system. 

if 01, = 0 
01, otherwise (1) 

and 

if U 01, = 0 

subject to the sade conditions: 

where: 

and the sets Ul,, RI,, and 01, are defined for al lp  E P, 
as: 

Uip = i E A l p  I a;(j) 2 Ai , i 6 UkEc R ( p ( k ) }  

Rip(k) = { i E Alp I k = 1; , c$(k) < X i }  ( k  # 1) 

Note that each class-p flow i with link 1 on its route 
belongs to  one of the sets UIP, Ol,, or R l p ( k )  ( k  E Ri). 
U{, is interpreted as the set of underloaded class-p flows 
on link 1. It contains flows from class p which can satisfy 
their end-to-end bandwidth demand at  link 1. Thus, if a 
flow is underloaded on some link, it is underloaded on all 
links on its route. 01 and R l p ( k  contain flows i with 

greater than its throughput. 0 l P ,  the set of overloaded 
class-p flows on link I, contains flows which have link 1 
as the bottleneck. RI ( k ) ,  the set of restricted class-p 
flows, contains flows w%ose throughput is restricted and 
have their bottleneck at  link IC ( k  # 1 ) .  Since for both 
overloaded and restricted class-p flows, the throughput 
is limited to  the share at  the respective bottleneck link, 
each restricted flow at link I is overloaded at  some other 
link on its route. 

An important implication of Theorem 1 is that inter- 
class and intra-class regulation cannot be addressed 

01, = i E Aip 11 = Z* a 1 ql) < A'> 

(6) 

i 

yi < Xi ,  that is, the Landwidth d emand of the flow is 
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separately, unless one accepts the waste of bandwidth 
caused by not selecting maximal shares $ ( I )  as in equa- 
tion ( I ) ,  or maximal surplus values 4; as in equation 
(2). Note that the computation of the maximal shares 
at a link in (1) requires knowledge of the surplus vzlue 
in (2). On the other hand, the surplus value at a link in 
(2{  is dependent on the values of the shares in 1 . Re- 

bandwidth regulation definitions, in particular, for hier- 
archical link sharing schemes [5, 121. Thus, Theorem 1 
indicates that  neglecting bandwidth control of individ- 
ual flows as in the link sharing schemes will result in 
waste of bandwidth. 

su ts  similar to  Theorem 1 can be developed for 6h i erent 

3 Protocol Issues for Bandwidth Regu- 
lation 

In this section, we present a set of protocol mecha- 
nisms that enable an implementation of the mathemat- 
ically developed inter-class and intra-class bandwidth 
regulation with maximal shares and surplus values from 
the previous section. The presented protocol is com- 
pletely distributed, that  is, no network entity is required 
to keep global state information. 

In Section 4 we will present a simulation experiment 
to show that the presented protocol mechanisms can 
enforce fast convergence of the bandwidth regulation 
scheme after load changes in the network. For the sake 
of a clear presentation we make some simplifying as- 
sumptions for the network and the protocol. For ex- 
ample, we assume that information on the offered load 
of a flow is available at its source. Also, the protocol 
does not address reliability issues. In [lo] we discuss 
how these assumptions can be relaxed. 

3.1 Design Concepts 
The protocol mechanisms presented here are in- 

tended as extensions to  an existing network layer proto- 
col. Even though bandwidth regulation is applicable to 
both connectionless and connection-oriented networks, 
we will assume a connectionless network which uses pro- 
‘?cols such as IP or CLNP a t  the network layer. 

We distinguish three protocol entities: f l o w  sources ,  
‘ n t e r n a l  g a t e w a y s ,  and access  g a t e w a y s  (see Figure 1). 
A flow source is the origin of a flow and assumed to 
be running on a host computer system. Flow sources 
access the internetwork through an access gateway. 
Gateways, both internal and access gateways, perform 
switching and routing functions in the network and are 
interconnected via fixed-capacity links. Internal gate- 
ways are only connected to gateways, and access gate- 
ways are also connected to  flow sources. 

The following list summarizes the main features of 
the protocol for enforcing inter-class and intra-class 
bandwidth regulation: 
0 Each end-to-end flow in the network is assigned a 
state: the flow is u n d e r l o a d e d  or over loaded  at a partic- 
ular link on its route. An underloaded flow can satisfy 
its bandwidth demand, while an overloaded flow has a 
bandwidth demand that exceeds its throughput. The 
state of a flow is kept only at flow sources. Each flow 

source tags the packets of the flow with the current 
state. 
o An internal gateway maintains, for each of its out- 
going links, a set of counters which are updated every 
time a packet arrives a t  the gateway. The update oper- 
ations depend exclusively on the tagging of the packet. 
Internal gateways do not keep state information on in- 
dividual flows. 
0 After fixed time intervals ( u p d a t e  z n t e r v a l s )  a gateway 
uses its counters to calculate s h a r e  v a l u e s  for each out- 
going link. The share values correspond to the values 
ap(l)  from Section 2 and denote throughput limits at 
links. The share values are disseminated to  the access 
gateways in control packets (lznlc s t a t e  p a c k e t s ) .  

An access gateway that has received link state packets 
calculates from the share values the throughput limits 
of the flow sources connected to  this access gateway. 
The throughput limit is forwarded to  the flow sources 
for a reevaluation of their respective states. 

In the following subsections we give a more detailed 
description of the protocol mechanisms. 

3.2 Extensions to Packet Header 
For the implementation of the bandwidth regula- 

tion scheme we require each packet to  carry a limited 
amount of control information. The control informa- 
tion is carried in the header of a packet2. We require 
three additional fields in the packet header, referred to 
as c las s  f i e ld ,  bo t t l eneck  f i e l d ,  and f l ag .  The c l a s s  f i e ld  
contains information on the traffic class of the packet. 
The bo t t l eneck  f i e ld  identifies the link on the flow’s route 
which limits the throughput of the flow, Le., the bot- 
tleneck link. In the following we assume that  links are 
identified by a pair ‘gw : li’ where ‘gw’ is a gateway in 
the network, and ‘li’ identifies a network interface at 
gateway gw. If a flow does not have a bottleneck link, 
the bottleneck field is set to  ‘NIL’. The f l a g  f i e ld  takes 
one of three values: ‘+’, ‘-’, or ‘.’; value ‘+’ indicates 
a p l u s  f l a g ,  ‘-’ indicates a manus f l a g ,  and ‘.’ to indi- 
cate that  no flag is set. In the following, we will use 
the extended header fields to  re resent a packet. For 
example, we will write ‘ to denote 
a packet from class p wit ot t  enec in gw: li and a 
set p l u s  f l ag .  

3.3 Link State Packets and Rate Control 

At the end of each u p d a t e  zn t e rva l ,  an internal gate- 
way sends, for each of its outgoing links, a lznk s t a t e  
p a c k e t  to  the access gateways of the network. (The 
length of the update interval should be of the same or- 
der as update periods in routing protocols.) A link state 
packet contains information on the maximum data  that 
a flow can transmit on this link during the duration of 
an update interval. For a gateway gw with an outgo- 
ing link gw: li, the information that is sent in the link 
state packet consists of the tuple <p, gw : lit Shar 
where Share is the maximum number of bytes 2;; 
any class-p &w can transmit on link gw: li during an 

‘In protocols such as IP, the additional fields can be accom- 

at Sources 

modated in option fields of the packet header. 
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update interval. Below, in Subsection 3.5 we will dis- 
cuss how a gateway calculates the value of Share,. 

After receiving the link state packets, the access gate- 
way which is connected to  the source of a class-p flow, 
say flow i ,  calculates 

Quotali1 = min Share, I <p,gw:li,Share,> 

(7) 

( 
received and gw: li is on the route of flow i 

The link for which the minimum is achieved in equa- 
tion (7) is the bo t t l eneck  lank of flow i. The access gate- 
way communicates the value of Quotali] and the name 
of the bottleneck link to  flow i ’ s  flow source. The flow 
source maintains a rate control mechanism which lim- 
its the data  that flow i can transmit during an update 
interval to  QuotaCil. We ignore the details of the rate 
controller and assume only that it does not permit ex- 
cessive traffic bursts. 

3.4 States of Flows 
Each flow source has knowledge on the flow’s band- 

width demands, denoted by Load[i] for flow i. Also, 
a flow source maintains information on the state of the 
flow. A flow is either u n d e r l o a d e d ,  or over loaded  at its 
bottleneck link. A flow source tags each data packet of 
the flow with information on its state. 

Underloaded flow: A flow is under loaded  if 
LoadCi] 5 QuotaCi], where QuotaCil is as calcu- 
lated in equation (7). In each packet of an u n d e r -  
loaded class- flow the flow source sets the header 
fields to 1-1. 
Overloaded flow: A flow is ‘over loaded  a t  link 
gw:li’ ,  if LoadCil > QuotaCil and link gw:li  is 
the bottleneck link of the flow. In this case, the 
source of a class-p flow i sets the extended header 
fields of each packet to I p I gw:l i  I . I. 

A flow can change its state due to changes of the 
bandwidth demand 
Quota[i]. If a flow changes its state, the flow source 
notifies all gateways on the flow’s route by setting aflag 
in a packet header. Three types of state transitions can 
occur: 
* underloaded ==+ overloaded at gw:li: In this 
case, the flow source sends a sin le acket with packet 
header fields set to: -1. The p l u s  f l a g  
indicates to  gateway gw t at t e ow is now overloaded 
at link gw:l i .  
0 overloaded at gw:li  a underloaded: In this 
case, the flow source sends a single packet with packet 
header fields set to  I p I gw:l i  I - 1. The minus f l a g  
will be read by gateway gw and indicates that  the flow 
is no longer overloaded at the outgoing link gw : li. 
0 overloaded at g w i : l i i  ==+ overloaded at 
gw2:1i2: This state transition occurs if the bottle- 
neck link has moved from link gwi : l i i  to link gw2: l i 2 .  
Then, the extended header fields of the next two packets 
after the state transition are set to1 p I g ~ 2 : l i 2  I + I 

LoadCi] or due to changes of 

and (p(gtrl 111 . The first packet indicates to 
gateway gw2 - t at t e ow is now overloaded a t  the out- 
going grr2:li2. The second packet informs gwi 
that  the flow is no longer overloaded at link gwi : l i i .  

3.5 Operations at the Gateways 
The bandwidth regulation protocol requires each 

gateway to maintain a set of counters for each outgo- 
ing link. The counters are updated when a new packet 
arrives at the gateway. Next we discuss the operations 
performed by some gateway, say gateway gw, for one of 
its outgoing links, say link gw: x i .  Link gw: li has two 
constants Cap and Guarp which denote the total capac- 
ity of the link and the capacity guaranteed to  class p, 
respectively. Both Cap and Guarp are measured in bytes 
transmitted per update interval. 

For each outgoing link a gateway maintains two 
counters Rate, and OL, for each traffic class p. Rate, 
is used to count the number of bytes transmitted on 
link gw : li from all flows that are either underloaded or 
overloaded a t  some link gwi : lii with gwi : l i i fgw:  li. 

OLp counts the number of flows that are overloaded 
at link gw:l:i. OL, is updated only if a packet ar- 
rives that has either a p l u s  f lag  or a manus f l a g  set. 
More recisell if a acket arrives with header fields set 
to wmy then OL, is incremented by one. 
If a ac et arrives where the header fields are set to 
l -T fk-7 w 11 3 then OLp is decremented by one. 

At the end of an update interval, a gateway calcu- 
lates for each of its outgoing links and for each traf- 
fic class p a share value Share, and a surplus value 
Surplus,. The calculations are based on Theorem 1 
from Section 2 and involve the following computations: 

inf inity if OLp = 0 

Guar, + Surplus - Rate, 
otherwise 

O L P  

(8) 

Share, = 

and 
Surplusp = 

if OL, = 0 for all p / infini.ty 
= I Cap - Guar, - Ratep 

In equations (8) and (9), inf inity is chosen such 
that inf inity >> Cap. Note that both equations can 
be computed for all traffic classes without information 
on the share or surplus values from other gateways. 

As soon as the values for Sharep and Surplusp are 
calculated for link gw:li ,  gateway gw creates a link 
state packet with content <p, gw : li, Sharep> and sends 
the packet to all access gateways. Then, the gateway 
resets counter Rate, to zero. 

REMARK: By neglecting for a moment that Theo- 
rem 1 is expressed in terms of data rates, we obtain 
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Host Galeway 

From To Route 

Sf D1 ( L 1 ,  L2, L3) 
5’2 0 2  (LI,L2) 
S3 D 3  (L1,L2,L3) 
s-4 0-4 (L2,L3) 
S5 0 5  (L3) 

Figure 3: Simulated Network. 
the following relation between equations (8) - (9) and 
Theorem 1: 

Sharep E a*(l)  Surplusp E 4: 
Cap C$ Guarp GI, 
OLP = IOlpl Rat ep @ I p  

Class Offered 

U 10 Mb/s 
11 40 Mb/s 
11 70 Mb/s 
U 70 Mb/s 
I 60 Mb/s 

Load 

4 Simulation Experiment 
To provide insight into the dynamics of the band- 

width regulation protocol outlined in Section 3 we 
present a simulation experiment that  shows the tran- 
sient behavior during changes of the network load. The 
simulation was implemented using the REAL (version 
4.0) network simulator [9]. We modified the source code 
of REAL to include our protocol. 

For the simulations, we make the following assump- 
tions. Packet sizes are constant for all flows and set 
to 1250 bytes. Propagation delays are small and set 
to lops. Each flow source has knowledge of the of- 
fered load and generates packets after fixed time in- 
tervals. Packet losses due to transmission errors or 
buffer overflows at gateways do not occur. The lat- 
ter is achieved by selecting the buffer sizes at  gateways 
sufficiently large. Also, end-to-end window flow control 
mechanisms are not used in the simulation. Finally, the 
scheduling discipline at all gateways is assumed to be 
FIFO. 

As shown in Figure 3,  the topology of the simulated 
network consists of ten hosts, 5’1 - S5 and D1 ~ D5, and 
four gateways, G l  - G4. The network links, denoted by 
L l ,  L 2  and L3,  each have a capacity of 100 Mb/s. We 
simulate the behavior of five flows from three different 
traffic classes: U, I ,  and 11. The bandwidth guarantees of 
the traffic classes are identical at  all links, and denoted 
by Go, G I ,  and G I I .  The guarantees are set to Go = 15 
Mb/s for class 0, G I  = 30 Mb/s for class I ,  and G I I  = 
55 Mb/s for class 11. 

The parameters of the five flows in Figure 3, that is, 
source host, destination host, route, traffic class mem- 
bership, offered load, and time of first packet transmis- 
sion, are summarized in Table 1. Since each host is the 
source or destination of at  most one flow, we will use 
the source host to  identify a flow. The length of the up- 
date interval between calculations of share and quota 
values is set to 2 seconds. 

In the simulations, we measure the data that each 
flow transmits on a link during an update interval. The 

t = 20 
t = 40 
t = 90 

Table 1: Flow Parameters. 

simulation results are summarized in Figure 4. The fig- 
ure depicts three graphs which show, separate for each 
link, the bandwidth (in Mb/s) utilized by each flow. 
From top to bottom, the graphs show the transmissions 
by gateway G l  on link L l ,  by gateway G 2  on link L2, 
and by gateway G 3  on link L3. Each data  point in the 
graph corresponds to the amount of data  that is trans- 
mitted during an update interval of 2 seconds. Next we 
discuss the outcome of the simulation. 
0 At t = 0, flow Sf from class U starts transmission 
on all three links. Since no other flow is transmitting, 
flow S I  is underloaded and can send its entire load of 
10 Mb/s. 
0 At t = 20, class-11 flow 5 2  with a load of 40 Mb/s 
becomes active on links L 1  and L2. Since both flows 
S1 and S2 are underloaded with respect to  their class 
guarantees, they are allowed to transmit at their offered 
loads. 
0 At t = 40, another class-11 flow, S3,  starts to trans- 
mit over links L l ,  L2, and L3, with an offered load of 
70 Mb/s. With S3, class 11 requires more bandwidth 
on link L l  than it is guaranteed. As it is the only such 
class, inter-class regulation permits class I1 to borrow 
from the bandwidth guarantees made to  other classes. 
Thus, class IIobtains 90 Mb/s bandwidth for transmis- 
sion on link L l .  Within class 11, there is one under- 
loaded flow (Se) and one overloaded flow ( 5 3 ) .  Intra- 
class regulation now controls the bandwidth allocation 
to these flows. 
0 At t = 90, flow 5’4 from class U starts transmission on 
links L 2  and L 3  with an offered load of 70 Mb/s. Then, 
both classes U and IIrequire their respective bandwidth 
guarantees on link L2. Since there is no class-I traffic 
on link L2,  inter-class regulation permits the bandwidth 
guarantee to class 1 to be split between classes U and 
II. 
0 At t = 140, flow S5 from class I becomes active on 
link L 3  with a load of 60 Mb/s. Since flow S5 requires 
its entire bandwidth guarantee of 30 Mb/s at link L3, 
inter-class regulation forces all other classes to  reduce 
transmissions to their respective guarantees. This re- 
sults in an interesting shift of bottleneck links. The re- 
duced bandwidth at  link L 3  decreases the throughput 
available to S4 (from class U),  and causes a shift of flow 
5’4’s bottleneck from link L2 to  L3. This in turn,  makes 
bandwidth available for class-I1 flows on link L2, yield- 
ing a throughput increase for flows 5 2  and S3. However, 
since flow S2 is still restricted at its bottleneck link L2, 
it cannot fully utilize its bandwidth guarantee at link 
L3. Hence, flow 5’4 from class U and flow S5 from class 
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I can borrow the unused class-11 guarantee on link L3. 
Note from Figure 4 that the protocol requires a few 
iterations before settling at the correct bandwidth allo- 
cation. 

s2 starts s4 starts 

Transmission 
from Gateway 
GI on 
Link LI 

i 
0 

n 20 40 60 80 IW 120 140 160 180 Seconds 

Transmission 
from Gateway 

Link W 

Mb/s 

50 GZ on 

40 

30 

20 

10 

n 
o 20 40 6n 80 IW 120 140 160 180 Seconds 

Transmission 
from Gateway 
G3 on 
Link W 

Flows 

IO 

c 

Figure 4: Simulation Results. 

5 Conclusions 
We have proposed a bandwidth regulation mecha- 

nism for controlling link bandwidth in internetworks. 
We have given two bandwidth regulation objectives for 
traffic in an internetwork, referred to as anter-class reg- 
ulation and intra-class regulation. Inter-class regulation 
describes how different traffic classes, for example, video 
and file transfer classes, share link bandwidth without 
considering the number of end-to-end traffic flows in 
each class. Intra-class regulation enforces rules for di- 
viding link bandwidth among flows from the same traf- 
fic class. We have presented a distributed protocol that 
enforces inter-class and intra-class regulation of band- 
width in a general network. We have presented a simu- 
lation experiment and showed that the protocol quickly 
adapts to changes in the network load. 
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